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After seeing what was one of our favorite shows of 2018, Kim Dorland's Same Old Future at
Arsenal Contemporary in New York (where we sat down with the artist for an interview), we
have been hooked on the Canadian artists paintings. He's back with a massive output at
Beers London, in the new solo show Terror Management Theory on view through October
6, 2018. As the gallery notes, "Dorland has long explored the concept of Memento Mori,
which, when translated from Latin, means 'remember that you have to die'." With that in mind,
enjoy these stunning works.
Read more below
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The gallery's press release really captures an amazing tone, so read it below:
Dorland has long explored the concept of Memento Mori, which, when translated from
Latin, means ‘remember that you have to die’, and represents one of the longest standing
conventions in the history of art-making. In early history, Romans of the Stoic school of
Philosophy pronounced the need to face death in a steadfast manner: ‘Death smiles at us
all,’ wrote Roman Emperor Marcus Aurelius before his death in the year 180 AD, ‘all we can
do is smile back.’ Art history traces various religious beliefs and the paintings that
accompanied myriad historical periods as reminders of the need to eschew earthly pursuits
and work towards living a Godly life. This fascination with death can be traced back to as
recently as the Victorians, whose Memento Mori photographs depicted the living posed
next to bodies of deceased family members, like morbid curios of a bygone era.
It is a way of thinking that seems to have been lost on most western cultures in recent times.
For Kim Dorland, ‘Terror Management Theory’ is a contemporary reimagining of Memento
Mori: ‘a psychological theory,’ he states, ‘about being confronted with the knowledge of our
death, and how that makes us act and think… it has been very much on my mind these days
that the state we’re in on so many different fronts (environment, politics) is pretty ominous.’
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Perhaps as humans we have always felt we were living near the proverbial 'end times'. The
Great War, World War II, the Cold War – all modern-world examples where humanity seemed
to lie under a proverbial Sword of Damocles*, its future tentative and uncertain. And
Dorland's work has always housed a sort of unease, eeriness, or looming sense of danger even when at his most playful. This tendency towards normalisation in the face of such
world-changing events - is it testament to mankind’s resilience or naivety? Art has always
reacted to its social and political context, and it seems that Dorland is responding as such:
‘The show is my imagined extrapolation of that theme – obvious portentous signs that are a
bit more dramatic – but not that far off,’ he says, ‘an imagined “how far do things have to go
before we notice or act?” It’s not meant to be an overtly political or “statement” show, but it’s
deﬁnitely what’s on my mind these days. I don’t think there’s any way to avoid it.’
Certainly, Dorland's trademark subject matter is once again at play: solitary ﬁgures in
nighttime forests, owls gazing ominously back at the viewer, self-portraits laced with visceral
'blobs' of impasto paint. But there is also a playfulness in both his approach and his titling:
Plein Air Painter replaces that ominously shadowy ﬁgure in the woods with another tradition
in painting: the open air painter, an approach favoured by the Modernists as they watched
the changing of the daylight and seasons. In Self Portrait at 44, the artist wryly mentions his
age as another subtle, albeit humorous, reminder of one's own morbitity. Have a Nice Day is
perhaps the most outwardly tongue-in-cheek, referencing the currently topical 'plastic-crisis',
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the fragility of life, and the entrapments of life in a single, rather banal image. There are (not
so) subtle allusions to zombiﬁcation, biohazards, teenage posses, a vampire (or two), as well
as a few other horror-movie clichés thrown in (haunting sunset, long-haired girl), and of
course, a couple of traditional Memento Mori scenes: a skull bursting with ﬂowers, one
bright blue, and one starkly black. These two stand in as metonym for all of Dorland's
practice: at once haunting, simultaneously overabundant expressions of some sort of mania,
be it gleeful or haunting, situated between extremes: the sheer rapture of artistic
expression...life, and - of course - death.
Damocles is a ﬁgure featured in a single moral anecdote commonly referred to as "the
Sword of Damocles", an allusion to the imminent and ever-present peril faced by those in
positions of power. Wikipedia
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